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· Physics/A

Fundamental Constants

Chargeof electron,--e = -1.6x 1O-19C

Planckconstant,h = 6.63x10-34Js

Speedoflight, c= 3.0xl08m/s

_1_ = 8.99xl09Nm2C-2
4m>0

L Time period of oscillation, T, of an object is related to density ofthe medium 'd', static pressure

'P'and energy 'E' via relation T = padbEc.The value of 'c' is :

WID ~-~
(C) 112 CD) 0

2. The number of bacteria grows exponentially with adoubling time of oneminute. One bacterium

is put in a bottle at 10.00A.M. and the growth continues steadily until the bottle becomefull at

11.00A.M. When does the bottle becomehalf full ?

(A) J 0.02A.M. (B) 10.30A.M.

(C) 10)4 A.M. CD) 10.59A.M.

3. Young's Modulus of amaterial is 29 x 1010 N/m2.What is its value in CGS units? (Dyne is the

CGS unit of Force) :

(A) 29 x 1010Dyne/ern? (B) 29 x 1011Dyne/ern?

(C) 29 x 1012Dyne/em? CD) 29 x 109Dyne/ern?

4. A particle hangin.g from a spring stretches it by 1 em at Earth's surface. How much will the

same particle stretch the spring at a place 800 kmabove the Earth's surface '1 Radius of

Earth = 6400 km :

(A) 5.12cm (B) 0.79cm

(C) 0.125ern " CD) 8em

S. The acceleration of a particle, starting from rest, varies with time according to the reiation

a= -Bco2sin cot.The displacement of the particle at time t will be :

(A) B sin rot (B) B rocos rot

(C) B cosin rot CD) B(co2sinrot)t2
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(A) MR2/2

(C) M (R2/4+ £ 2/12)

(B) M(R2/2 + e2/12)

(D) MR2

6. The moment of Inertia of a solid cylinder of Mass 'M', length' £ ' and radius 'R' rotating

along its geometrical axis is :

7. A uniform sphere of mass 'M' rolls without slipping on a plane surface, so that its centre

moves at a speed 'v'. The kinetic .energy of the body is :

(A) M v2 (B) (7/10) M v2

(C) (3/5) M v? (D) (1/2) M v2

(A) (GM/4R) 112

(C) (GM/2R) 112

(B) (GMIR) 1/2

(D) Zero

8. Two particles of equal mass go around a circle of radius R under the action of their mutual

gravitational attraction. The speed 'v' of each particle is :

9. A ball is thrown from a field with a speed ofU at an angle e with the horizontal. Neglect air

resistance.The relation between time of flight (t
f
) and time taken for the ball to reach maximum

height (t
m

) is :

(A) tf < tm

(C) tf= 2 tm

(B)

(D)

t = t
f m

10. The value of 'p' for which the vectors 2i - j + k, 3i + pj + 5k (i, j, k are unit vectors) are

coplanar is :

(A) 0

(C) 4

(B) -4

(D) 1

11. A force, 2 + 3x + 4X2 acts on a particle moving along x-direction at an angle of cos+x.The work

done by this force for the movement of the particle from x = 1 to x = 2 is :

(A) 0

(C) 20

(B) 5

(D) 25
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12. A spring loaded toy of mass0.6 kg sits at rest on a frictionless horizontal surface. When spring

releases,the toy breaks into 3 equal piece massesA, Band C which slide along the surface.

Tile piece A moves along negative x-direction at 3 mls and piece B moves along negative

y-direction at 4 m/s. What is the speedof pieceC ?

W7~ ~I~

(C) 5m/s (D) 12m/s

13. If a force F is applied on a particle and the particle moveswith velocity; then power will be :

(A) F v (8) F/v

(C) vlF (D) Fv2

14. If radius of earth shrinks by 1% and its mass remains the same, the value of g on shrunken

earth's surface will :

(A) Increaseby 2%

(C) Decreaseby 1%

(8) .Increaseby 1%

(D) Decreaseby 2%

15. We know that the value of acceleration dueto gravity 'g' decreaseswith height (h «R) above

the earth's surface and alsowith depth 'd'below the surface of earth. Consider the earth to be

of uniform density of radius R. The relation betweenhand d where (Ll g), then the reduction in

the value of gravity, becomessame is :

(A) d = 2 h

(C) h = 2d

(8) d= h

(D) h = d2

16. Which of the following statements iswrong for the bulk property of matter?

(A) Copperismoreelasticthanrubber

(8) TheYoung'smodulusof aperfectrigid bodyis infinite

(C) Themaximum loadthatcanbesupportedby awire getsdoubledby doubling its radius

(D) The lowerbulk modulusof thegasesmakesthemmorecompressiblethanliquids

17. Determine the approximate force exerted on the hatch of a submarine that is operational at

adepth of 100m in sea.A sealevel atmospheric pressureismaintained in the crew compartment.

The hatch has an area of 1m'. Assume the density of water to be 103 kg/m" :

(A) 8.8 x 105N (8) 9,8 X 105N

(C) 5.4 x 105N (D) None of theabove
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18. Find theminimum averagevelocity of water flow through apipe of diameter 1ernsothat the
. .

flow is definitely turbulent. The viscosity and densityof water canbetaken as10-3N s/m'and

103kg/m", respectively:

(A) 0.3 mls (B) 0.2 mls

(C) 0.25 mls CD) None of the above

19. Identify the statement that doesnot describe the general nature of the surface tensionof a

liquid:

(A) Surface tension never actswithin the liquid interiors

_ (B) The magnitude of the surface tension is equal to the surfaceenergy

(C) The angle of contact between the liquid and solid inside a capillary depends upon the radius of

capillary

CD) Liquid bubble has twice the excesspressure compared to liquid drop

20. A 100kg iron slab at 700°Cin an industry accidentally comesin contact with 25kg water at

100°C.Estimate the approximate amount of steamthat will beproduced.The specificheatof

iron is 0.11cal.lg °C and thelatent heat of vaporization of water is 540cal.lg. :

(A) 15.6kg (B) 18.8kg

(C) 12.2 kg CD) 25.0 kg

21. Identify thestatementthat is incorrect regarding the nature of aperfect blackbody radiator:

(A) The body is capable of absorbing or emitting radiation at any wavelength

(B) An increase in temperature results in higher emissions at lower wavelength

(C) The body at high temperature cumulatively emits more radiation at higher wavelength comparedto

a body at low temperature

CD) The perfect condition for the blackbody emission doesnot.hold at low temperatures ..

22. Find the total power produced in terms of radiation by a forest fire with a temperature of

727°C,and spread over an area of 100square meters:

(A) 1.58 x105 W (B) 5.67 x106 W

(C) 5.67x104W CD) 1.58x106W

23. Estimatetheamount ofwork doneby an isothermalexpansionof an ideal gasat a temperature

T, from astate of initial pressure ~I to final pressureP2:

(A) nRT £n(P/P2) (B) nRT fn(P/Pt)

(C) nRTcP/Pt) CD) Zero
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24. Estimate the approximate percentage efficiency of a Carnot engine that doubles its volume

during an adiabatic expansion. C, can be taken as1.5times the value of C, for the mixture of

gaswithin the engine:

(A) 49 % (B) 39%
(C) 69% (D) 29%

25. Which of the following statements is thermodynamically wrong?

(A) Difference of C,and C, represents the work done in the expansion of gas

(B) For a fixed amount of volume change and initiating from identical P, the work done by isothermal

. expansion is lessthan the adiabatic expansion

(C) Heat can be added to a system without increasing its temperature

(D) An isochoric process raisesonly the internal energy of a system

26. The rms velocity of gasmolecules in a container can be doubled by :

(A) Lowering the density by a factor of2 at constant pressure

(B) Raising the pressure by a factor of 4 at constant density

(C) Raising alone the temperature by a factor of2

(D) Removing halfofthe gasfrom the cylinder

27.. Which ofthe foUowingwill closely describe the nature of gaswith avalue ofCy-6 cal/mof'C ?
(A) An ideal monoatomic gas

(B) An ideal diatomic gas

(C) An ideal polyatomic gas

(D) A mixture of ideal monoatomic gaswith an ideal diatomic gaswith rigid rotator

28. The gas molecules inside a container are colliding at a rate of one billion times a second.

How can the collision rate be increased?
(A) Leaking asubstantial fraction of gasfrom the container

(B) Increasing the volume of the container

(C). Reducing the temperature at constant pressure

.(D) None ofthe above

29. Which of the following statements does not correctly describe the nature regarding simple

pendulum, and Simple Harmonic Motion (SHM), in general?
(A) The particles executing SHM acquire maximum velocity atmeanposition

(B) The acceleration is directly proportional to displacement and is always directed away from the

fixed position

(C) The simple pendulum condition is satisfied only for small angular separations of the bob from its

meanposition

(D) Doubling the length of a simple pendulum increasesits time period by approximately 41.4%
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30. Consider the superposition of two harmonic waves.

y. =A sin (kx - rot) and Y2 =A sin (kx - rot +~)

Which of the foUowing statements will not hold for the resultant wave?

(A) I = 4 I is the intensity ofthe constituent wave
max 0

(B) I = 0
min

(C) The phase angle ofthe resultant wave is 1t/4 if ~=1t/4
CD) The maximum amplitude ofthe resultant is twice the amplitude of the single wave

31. A gold foil weighing 60 mg/cm? is places on a horizontal charged plate. What would be the

density of charge so that the foil may just rise?
(A) 1.20 x l 0-6C/m2 (B) 1.02 xl 06 C/m2

(C) 2.02 x 10-6C/m2 CD) 2.20 x 10-6C/m2

32. A solid sphere of radius R has a charge Q distributed in its volume with charge density

p= k r" where k and a are constants and r is the distance from its center. If the electric field at

r =Rl2 is 1/16 times that at r =R, find value of a.

(A) 2 (B) 1

(C) 3 CD) 4

33. The Electric field at a point is :

(A) Always continuous

(B) Continuous ifthere are no charge at that point

(C) Discontinuous only if there is a negative chargeat that point

CD) Continuous if there is a charge at that point

34. Two resistors 400 nand 800 n are connected in serieswith a 6 V battery. What will be the

reading in the ammeter of 10 n resistance?
(A) 2.48 x 10-3 A (B) 3.48 X 10-3 A

(C) 2.96 x 10-3A CD) 4.96 x 10-3 A

35. A potentiometer wire of length 1m has a resistance of 100n. It is connected in serieswith a

resistance and a battery of emf 2 V and of negligible resistance. A source of emf 10 mV is

balanced against a length of 40 em of the potentiometer wire. What is the value of external

resistance?

(A) 790 n
(C) 690 n

(B) 1580 n
CD) 1280 o

36. The maximum power drawn out of the cell from asource is given by :
(A) r}12r (B) £2/4r

(C) £2/r CD) £2/3r
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37. A closedcircuit is in the form of a regular hexagon of a side a. If the circuit carries a current I,

what is magnetic induction at the centre of the hexagon?

(A) f.!oIlna (B) J2 f.!oIlna

(C) Zero (D) J3 ~loI/na

38. A beam of protons with a velocity of 4 x 105mls enters amagnetic field ofO.3T at an angle of

60° to the magnetic field. Find the radius ofthe helical path taken by the proton beam:

(A) 1.2em (B) 2.1 em
(C) 2.4 em (D) 4.2 em

39. A paramagnetic sampleshowsanetmagnetization of8 Aim when placed in anexternal magnetic

field ofO.6T at a temperature of 4 K. When the samesample is placed in an external field of

0.2T at a temperature of 16K, the magnetization will be :

(A)

(C)

32Aim
3

6Aim

(B)

(D)

2
-Aim
3
2.4Aim

40. A capacitor of If.!F is first charged and then discharged through a resistanceof 1MO. Calculate
the time in which the charge ofthe capacitor will fall to 36.8% of its final value:

(A) 2 s (B) 1.5s

(C) 1s (D) 0.5 s

41. The mutual inductance MI2 of coil 1with respect to coil 2 :

(A) Increases when they are brought nearer

(B) Depends on the current passing through the coil

(C) Increaseswhen one ofthem is rotated about an axis

(D) Is the same asM21 of coil2 w.r.t. coil 1

42. A variable frequency AC generator with Eo=24V is connected acrossa 7.96 x 10-9F capacitor.

At what frequency should the generator beoperated to provide a maximum current of 6A ?

(A) 2.5MHz (B) 5MHz

(C) lOMHz (D) 15MHz

43. An electromagnetic wave of frequency 3 MHz passesfrom vacuum into a dielectric medium

with permittivity Er =4 then;

(A) The wavelength and frequency both remain unchanged

(B) The wavelength is doubled and frequency remains unchanged

(C) The wavelength is doubled and frequency becomeshalf

(D) The wavelength is half and frequency remains unchanged

Physics/BFH-3085I-A 9
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44. The ratio of amplitude of magnetic field to the amplitude of electric field for an electromagnetic

wave propagating in vacuum is equal to :

(A) Thespeedoflight in vacuum

(B) Reciprocalof speedoflight in vacuum

(C) Theratioof magneticperrneabilityto theelectricsusceptibilityof vacuum

(D) Unity

45. For awave propagating in amedium, identify the property that is independent ofthe other:

(A) Velocity

(C) Frequency

(B) Wavelength

(D) All thesedependoneachother

46. The distance of normal vision is 25 em.The spectacles.of a person having least distance of

distinct vision of 50 cm should be :

(A) Convexwith focal length25 em

(C) Convexwith focal length50em

(B) Concavewith focal length25 ern

(D) Concavewith focal length50em

47. A fish is 2.00m below t~e surface of asmooth lakewith the index of refraction for water being

1.33.The angle above the horizontal at which it must look at to seethe light from asmall fire

burning at the water's edge100m away is :

(A) 90°-cos' (111.33)

(B) 90°-sirr ' (1/1.33)

(C) sin-'(I/1.33) =cos' (111.33)

(D) The fish will not beableto seethefire atanyangle

48. The colour of sky as seenfrom the moon, where there is no atmosphere, is :

(A) White

(C) Black

(B) Blue

(D) Reddish

49. The geometrical shape of the wavefront of a light source in the form of a narrow slit is :

(A) Plane (B) Parabolic

(C) Spherical (D) Cylindrical

Physics/BFH-3085I-A 10
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50. In aYoung's double slit experiment, the sourceiswhite light. Oneofthe holesiscoveredby a

red filter and another by ablue filter. In this case:

(A) Thereshallbeno interferencefringes

(B) Thereshallbealternateinterferencepatternsof redandblue

(C) Thereshallbeaninterferencepatternfor redmixing with onefor blue

(D) Thereshallbeaninterferencepatternfor reddistinct from onefor blue

51. Wewish to usea glassplate with index of refraction 1.57to polarise light in air. For the light

reflected by the glass to be fully polarized, the anglesof incidence and refraction will be,

respectively:

(A) tan-I(1I1.57),900-tan-I(1/1.57) (B) 90°- tan:' (111.57),t~n-I(1/1.57)

(C) tarr '(1.57), 900-tan-I(1.57) (D) 900-tan-1 (1.57), tan-I(1.57)

52. Light from the sun arrives at the earth, an average of 1.5xl01l m away, at the rate of

1.4 x 103W/m2 of area perpendicular to the direction of the light. Assuming that sunlight is

monochromatic with a frequency of5 x 1014Hz, the number of photons falling per secondon

eachsquaremeter of the earth's surface directly facing the sun is :

(A) 8.4 x 106photons/rrr' . (B) 3.0 X 1018photons/rrf

(C) 6.7 x 102°photons/m2, (D) 4.2 x 1021photons/m/

53. Thethresholdwavelengthfor photoelectricemissionin tungstenis230nm.In order for electrons

with amaximum energy of 1.5eV to beejected,thewavelength of light usedmust be :

(A) 1l0nm (B) l80nm

~2%nm ~3~nm

54. The distanceof closestapproach of 1.00MeV protons incident on gold (Z = 79)nucleiwill be :.
(A) 1.14 x 10-13m (B) 6.28.x 10-13m

(C) 1.44 x 10-15m (D) 8..99x 10-15m

55. The speedof anelectron in the nthorbit of ahydrogen atom according to the Bohr model is:

(A) e2n/2Eoh (B) e2n2/2Eoh.

(C) e2/2Eohn (D) e212Eohn2
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56. The half-life of24Na is 15.0 hours. For 80 percent ofa sample ofthis nuclide to decay, it will

take (you may use: In 2 = 0.693, In 8 = 2.079, In 10= 2.303)

(A) 24.1hours (B) 30.4hours

(C) 34.8hours CD) 43.8hours

57. The alternating current gain of a transistor in common base arrangement is 0.98. Find the

change in basecurrent corresponding to a change of 5,0MA in emitter current:

(A) 1mA

(C) 0.1mA

(B) 5mA

CD) 0.5mA

58. For a transistor action, which ofthe following statements is correct?

(A) Collector current is equalto thesumof thebasecurrentandemitter current

(B) Input resistancedependson thecurrentIe in thetransistor

(C) Theemitterjunction is reversedbiasedandcollectorjunction is forward biased

CD) Both theemitterjunction aswell ascollectorjunction is forward biased

59. The wavelength of electromagnetic wavesemployed for spacecommunication lie in the range

of:

(A) 1mrn to 30 m .

(C) 1mm to 3 Km

(B) 1mrn to 300m

CD) 1 mm to Ju Km

60. A TV tower hasa height of75 m. What is themaximum areaupto which this TV communication

can be possible?

(A) 6036 Km2 (B) 3017 Km2

(C) 4528 Km2 CD) 1509Km2
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